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CAMPAIGN COMMERCIAL IMPACT = >£15m saving over 4 years

 TOTAL COST SAVE £

COST WITHOUT action £

COST WITH action £

Problem Description;
Every door experiencing multiple and repeating defects (water leaks, jamming, self -opening) 
Resulting in Multiple repair callouts per year to resolve. (Warranty = 3 years + 1 year goodwill)
Manufacturing volume of approx. 60 per year Product  A, and 30 per year Product B 
Warranty volumes  = c280 pa and c140 pa respectively

Immediately Deployable Countermeasure;
1) Collect data of warranty failures worldwide:- RESULT: Leaks + Door vibrates on runners and jams
2) Review actual production fitment process v. standard:- RESULTS: Multiple fitment issues  
3) Review NOK door in condition ‘ready to sell’:- RESULTS: Fitment issues DOOR IS NOK at point of sale
4) Review FMEA for Failure mode:- RESULTS: FMEA does not exist for product, door, & fitment process
5) Retrain and audit correct fitment process at production plant

Root Cause;
1) Incorrect Lifting of the door for fitment causes permanent bending/distortion in upper and lower beam 

rail of 6mm and 4mm respectively.
2) As a result fitment of door is skew creating a rhomboid shape instead of rectangle
3) Product “flexing” during operation of 3mm, causes the door to flex also exacerbating the distortion.
4) FMEA never conducted during design or manufacturing on door or frame or fitment process

Solution Implemented;
1 Bespoke Lifting Bracket introduced preventing distortion during fitment crane lift:- 100% impact
2 Inhouse process using ‘Shims’ for both thresholds implemented ensuring  straightness:- 94% impact
3 Warranty process to remove upper draft to ensure straightness defined using ‘Shims’:- 94% impact 
4 Warranty process defined to straighten lower threshold using ‘Shims’:- 94% impact
5 Inhouse SC & CC measurements defined and manufacturing jigs created for compliance:- 90% impact
6 Warranty correction of fitted doors not possible:- 0% impact
7 Door design modified to recover above shortfalls including FMEA & Design Reviews:- 100% impact

(Design Changes; Spring load runners, Extra locking pin + seals, Strength members added, upper + lower
8 Warranty implementation of new ‘Lock, Runner and Seal’:- 98% impact
9 Product frame (GRP) surround improved with extra and stiffer bracing
10  Pre & Post implementation audit demonstrates 100% effectiveness for all actions on all products.

CASE STUDY: Sliding Door Failure


